
Sake Menu

Taiga’s Hometown - Kōchi Region

純米大吟醸
Junmai Daiginjo

土佐しらぎく

Tosa Shiragiku JD HYOUON Yamada 40 
Medium, Sweet, Elegant

180ml - $48 
720ml - $180

Slow sake matured in a controlled low temperature 
by the Toji Master giving a well-rounded, balanced 

palate. Soft peach-like aroma with clean finish.

無手無冠

Mutemuka Junmai Daiginjō
Medium, Dry, Crisp

180ml - $58 
720ml - $200

Pioneer of organic farming and sake production.
This sake has a mild and refined fragrance. 

Crystal clear on the palette.  

美丈夫  夢許

Bijoufu “Yumebakari”
Medium, Dry, Complex

180ml - $58 
720ml - $200

Rich, tasty in the mid-palate, soft fruity aroma,
with distinct juicy musk melon notes that lingers. 

Crisp dry aftertaste. 



Sake Menu

大吟醸
Daiginjo

Yamagata Region

小屋酒造  絹

Koya Daiginjyo kinu
Aromatic, Dry, Elegant 

300ml - $128

Koya brewery, established in 1593 and famous
for producing’’Kinu Daiginjo” for sake as soft and 

smooth as silk. ’’Kinu’’ means silk in Japanese.

Gifu Region

岩村醸造  女城主  魯山

Iwamura Onnajoshu Daiginjyo Rosan
Classic, Semi - sweet, Smooth

720ml - $220

Iwamura Brewery is established in 1787 and
its major brand "Onna Joshu" was created to

honor Lady Otsuya. The 400-year-old brewery
keeps with the Reiko Fukuiku tradition, producing

sake with a clear and sparkling taste.



Fine Sake

純米大吟醸
Junmai Daiginjo

Mie Region

作 なぐわし東條 

Zaku Naguwashi Tojo  
Medium, Aromatic, Complex

720ml - $380

NAGUWASHI is an old adjective that praises the
land meaning "noble and beautiful" and "excellent 
and noble". A defining characteristic of this sake

is its glossy and rich, yet delicate taste.

Toyama Region

岩

Iwa 5 Assemblage 1  
Medium, Aromatic, Complex

720ml - $500

IWA 5 places emphasis on a greater equilibrium 
between the nose and palate. Complex and layered, 

Assemblage 1 brings uncommonly dark aromatics.

岩

Iwa 5 Assemblage 2 
Medium, Aromatic, Crisp

720ml - $500.

While remaining true to IWA 5’s delicate
combination of balance, mouth feel and complexity, 
Assemblage 2 places a particular emphasis on purer 

and more heightened aromatics. A subtle and 
vibrant scent.



Fine Sake

Miyaga Region

残響  

Zankyo Super 7 - Polished 7%
Aromatic, Sweet, Clear Crisp

720ml - $860 

This is a sake with the elegant aromas of muscat 
grapes and Claude Blanchet pears and the crisp, 
clean flavors of pineapple that spread beautifully 

across one's palate. Amid youthful, slightly
astringent flavors buds, taste the pure flavor

of rice polished to 7%. 

Yamaguchi Region

獺祭  その先へ   

Dassai Beyond 
Aromatic, Rich, Semi Dry

720ml - $1200

Be prepared for an experience beyond all your 
expectations of sake. Unparalleled smoothness

and clean, complex flavors engulf the entire palate, 
followed by a stunning finish. Extremely limited

and each bottle is a rarity.

Sake Storm Cowboy
Medium,Semi-Dry,Smooth

720ml ~ $1400

Pharrell Williams & Tomoaki Nagao, the latter of
whom is a Japanese fashion designer and founder
of A Bathing Ape (BAPE) and BAPESTA, co-produced 
this sake. This sake won the gold medal at the IWC 

2020. A gorgeous scent resembling a freshly picked 
apple. Overflows with fruitiness like muscat and 
melon, and has a soft sweetness reminiscent of 
Japanese sake bon and steamed coconut rice.

25cm



Fine Sake

Shizuoka Region

磯自慢

Isojiman 28 Nobilmente
Medium,Semi-dry,Elagant

720ml - $800

The brewer’s rice used for this label is Yamadanishiki 
grown in “Tojo Akizu 東条秋津” area which grows the 

best of the best Yamadanishiki in the world. Moreover, 
it’s polished down to 28%.

磯自慢

La Isojiman
Medium, Aromatic, Delicate 

720ml - $ 2800

The crème de la crème in the world’s sake brands. 
“La Isojiman” utilises the highest brand of rice, 

Daiginjo, Hyogo’s A-produce ‘Yamada Kusumiyasu 
100% rice’, and the most advanced diamond rice mill, 

to slowly and gently polish rice up to 18%.  

25cm


